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Weekly e-newsletter: August 31, 2009 For more information: CALL GARY KAMEN 1-800-621-5271

Short sugar? Not yet 

I was shocked to speak with someone on Friday who was so sure that sugarʼs ride up was over that he
shorted it on Fridayʼs open. I couldnʼt help but wonder what exactly he was looking at to make such a
decision. October Sugar #11 opened last week at 21.75 and closed the week at 23.52. Below on the daily
chart, except for the Stochastis showing an overbought condition, nothing else technically said time to short.
Moving averages do not support shorting, ADX shows this uptrend to be strong, and CCI has also not given
any signal of jumping on short. Most importantly on the weekly chart below the major uptrend is in tact and
the Commercials on the COT Report are still major supporters of the uptrend with a net short position of -
215674. Currently the CRB Winnerʼs Circle got long October sugar on June 24 at 17.13 and as of this past
Friday had a per contract profit of $7,156.80. To learn how the CRB Winners Circle can help you take trades
like this, feel free to email me at Gary@crbtrader.com and put CRBWC in the subject line. Let me know what
markets you trade. If you are wondering how high sugar can go, back in 1980 it hit 45.00 and in 1974 it went
all the way up to 66.00. Fundamentals are supporting higher prices. Read the fundamental information below. 

Charts below provided by www.pricecharts.com. 30-day trial click here!

Get Your Free Set of CRB Long Range Charts Covering 49 Markets
As a reader of Futures Magazine you are entitled to a free set of CRB Long Range Charts. Click here to get the most
recent set of long range historical charts. Plus get you hands on the new free book CRB 50-Rules of Trading!

For daily updated market news and analysis, visit futuresmag.com or 
for a subscription to Futures Magazine click here

The numbers below represent the Commercial Net Traders positions taken from the weekly Commitment of Traders
(COT) report released by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission each Friday. You will find a 12-month high and
low with the past 2 weeks of data. To see the past 52 weeks of commercial data please visit www.pricecharts.com.
Simply open Analysis under the Resource category at the top of the screen and click on the Commercial Tracker on
the left side selection menu. You will find this to be a very interesting presentation of the commercial COT information.

Commercial Net Tracker instructions
This form tracks the Commitment of Traders (COT) data for the commodity futures market. This form "looks" at the
most recent five weeks of COT data and provides visual indications of the data. A. If the current value is at a 12-
month low, the cell will display a red/burgundy background. B. If the current value is at a 12-month high, the cell will
display a green background. C. If the current value went from net negative to net positive, the cell will display a blue
background (indicating a bullish condition). D. If the current value is both a 12-month high and also went from a net
negative to a net positive, the background will be green. You should view the data with green backgrounds to
determine if they also went from net negative to net positive.

Commodity 12-mo low 12-mo hi 28-Aug 21-Aug
Cattle (feed) -3,350 6,452 1,307 647
Cattle (live) -9,974 31,210 5,801 4,905
Hogs -7,399 34,636 29,474 25,723
Corn -113,201 67,481 60,598 35,320
Oats -3,360 2,198 183 615
Soybeans -112,075 16,898 -37,090 -42,641
Soybean meal -82,472 -1,533 -50,291 -50,257
Soybean oil -41,947 20,995 -18,150 -14,962
Wheat -1,318 48,780 46,477 48,780
Orange juice -17,664 1,627 -17,664 -16,091
Coffee -36,670 12,520 -16,346 -24,324
Cocoa -31,888 623 -31,888 -28,306
Sugar -249,405 -72,825 -215,674 -223,958
Cotton -31,400 16,051 -18,871 -26,808
British pound -1,717 62,655 9,430 7,623
Canada dollar -59,873 20,555 -59,873 -56,237
Euro FX -54,890 44,526 -38,425 -21,398
Japanese yen -67,682 20,214 -16,493 -1,330
Swiss franc -28,030 22,561 -28,030 -12,573
US dollar index -35,509 14,351 8,577 6,850
Mexican Peso -73,827 21,127 -73,827 -66,419
Australian dollar -65,880 18,869 -65,880 -61,044
S&P 500 -100,460 -4,198 -23,326 -24,902
T-note -10 yr -15,882 230,176 157,527 221,996
T-bond -30 yr 82,074 163,627 100,892 107,486
Eurodollar -1,258,419 -222,700 -959,105 -867,090
Crude oil -70,689 47,478 -46,309 -21,946
Heating oil -50,495 -4,419 -48,067 -47,637
Unleaded gas -68,615 -24,194 -51,546 -56,316
Natural gas 71,144 141,945 132,490 126,897
Copper 93 29,085 1,307 93
Gold -228,193 -69,496 -211,432 -204,545
Platinum -18,255 -3,795 -18,255 -17,401
Silver -46,950 27,908 -42,718 -43,121

To view the entire year of commercial data please visit www.pricecharts.com.

Fundamentals:
SUGARSUGAR—Oct sugar prices are digesting their recent parabolic rally to a 28-year high. Bullish factors include
(1) India, the worldʼs second-largest sugar producer and biggest consumer, importing sugar for the first time
in three years, (2) fears that the driest India monsoon season in seven years may further decimate its sugar
crop, and (3) ISOʼs hike in its estimate for a 2008-09 world sugar deficit to 9.35 MMT, +20% from a May
estimate of a 7.8 MMT deficit. A bearish factor is ISOʼs cut in its world sugar deficit estimate to five MMT for
the year ending September 2010 from an earlier estimate for a 7.8 MMT deficit. As of Aug. 18, large specs
added to their large long position of 177,946. 

USDA Sugar crop summary:USDA Sugar crop summary: 2009-10 world production 159.9 MMT (+7.5% y/y vs 148.7 MMT in 2008-
09), consumption 159 MMT (+1.0% y/y from 157.5 MMT in 08-09), ending stocks 31.2 MMT (-2.4% y/y
from 31.9 MMT in 08-09).

Legend:Legend:
CC  - consecutive closes
UTL - uptrend line
DTL - downtrend line

A message from the sponsor:

THE FIBONACCI CODE: Unlocking The Secrets  Of The Russell  IndexTHE FIBONACCI CODE: Unlocking The Secrets  Of The Russell  Index 
In this web seminar presented by Jeff Greenblatt, youʼll learn how to apply Fibonacci analysis techniques to
the Russell Index on a short term-basis to get more out of your trading. Mark your calendar and registerMark your calendar and register
TODAY!TODAY!

Charts provided by www.pricecharts.com

SPECIAL FREE BONUS:
Like me, I am sure you base most of your trading decisions on technical analysis, but don’t ignore
fundamentals that can impact the markets. Government economic reports, news events and weather
sometimes have a significant impact on markets, and you need to be aware of these factors. For the past 75
years professionals and institutions have relied on the CRB Futures Market Service for this vital information.
As a Futures Magazine reader you are entitled to a FREE trial to this service. CLICK HERE to take advantage
of this offer and start putting the power or Commodity Research Bureau to work for you.

For daily updated market news and analysis, visit futuresmag.com or 
for a subscription to Futures Magazine click here
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MARKETS

In the August cover story, "Can less bad news translate into a new bull cycle?" Alan Bush discusses
how equity markets have taken the recent slowing of bad economic news as a positive sign for equity
markets. He notes how "the less bad is now the new good."

This tendency was demonstrated again this month as a negative unemployment report — a drop in
non-farm payrolls of 247,000 — was heralded as positive news and led to a strong rally in equity
markets.

Bush also noted that the return to a normal yield curve was a solid signal things could get better. 
So far the yield curve continues to look healthy. The chart below shows the Treasury yield curve as 
of August 11.

While recessions and downturns are often preceded by a flat or inverted yield curve a return to a more
normal curve does not guarantee clear sailing.

TRADING TECHNIQUES

Aubrae De Buse in his article "Riding the bear," describes the various periods within a bear market
cycle. As many market gurus are heralding a new bull market cycle, it is a good time to revisit De
Buse's article. His description of the third period of a bear market coincides with what we have seen
over the last year: Congressional hearings, Securities and Exchange Commission investigations and
huge injections of liquidity by the Federal Reserve. It then gets downright scary: "A sharp rally or two
will make the public think that it is all over and that the market has recovered. Each up day is
accompanied by the market's spin machine as the start of the new bull market. However, the bear is
only playing possum. An honest reversal can only be confirmed after a serious market low has been
tested and the test failed to exceed the previous low."

Arguably the market tested the previous low on July 8, producing a head and shoulders reversal
pattern. It is worthy of note that the price action then took out both the 50- and 200-day moving
averages. At the same time we have recently broken trend for down which indicates that the bear may
indeed have been just "playing possum." This is a definitely a time for patience and caution and not
bullish hubris.

Assuming that we are presently in a bear rally in the third period, we can assume that this is still to be
followed by the fourth period where "false hopes are extinguished" and "panic sets in." Volume drops
considerably and finally, there is a capitulation. But De Buse says that standard technical analysis
predicates that every capitulation must be tested.

Based on De Buse's analysis it seems that there is a way to go in this bear cycle, especially given our
willingness to jump back in so quickly. But perhaps the optimists are right. De Buse noted that one of
the best tools for determining the market's long-term cycle is the 18-month simple moving average. As
you can see in the chart below, the recent rally has come close to crossing the 18-month SMA in the
S&P 500, which on August 3 was at 1050. Watch this level very closely. Should its violation be
confirmed, it would signal the start of a new bull market but the answer will always lay in the
fundamentals of the economy.

In his August Trading Techniques article, "A cumulative solution to an age-old problem," Michael
Gutmann described how a summation of one-minute bars of NYSE ticks can be used to categorize
day-type (trend or rotational) and then applied it to day-trading e-mini stock index futures. Gutmann has
also investigated the idea of cumulative ticks to daily charts with interesting results.

Shown here is a chart of summed daily ticks that is quite telling. Of note is the fact that the daily uptick-
downtick orientation coincided almost exactly with the elimination of the SEC's uptick rule on July 6,
2007. One wonders about the correlation between the uptick rule's elimination and the subsequent
unraveling of the stock market. Perhaps the uptick rule is more than a technicality after all?
Interestingly, the indicator's current reading is showing no negative daily ticks and corroborates the
strong rally of the last several months (see the circled area in the chart labeled "Strong Rally").

The chart histogram plots a summation throughout the day of the mean of HLC one-minute NYSE
ticks. The NYSE tick is the difference of the number of stocks that traded when the bid moved up to the
ask (uptick) minus the number of stocks that traded when the ask moved down to the bid (downtick).
The frequency of the NYSE Ticks feed is one second.

Testing showed that the following all gave the same relative measure of stock market activity:

One-minute sums of all received ticks, as based on a one-tick chart.

One-minute means of all received ticks, as based on a one-tick chart.

One-minute HLC means of ticks based on a one-minute chart.

(Note that a one-tick ticks chart will give a ticks value at most once per second, as based on the NYSE
one second feed.) Because of this, the user can rely on the easy to manipulate one-minute ticks chart
when summing ticks for analysis. This is what was done in the chart presented here.

Futures magazine now on Twitter!

Follow Futures magazine on Twitter for the latest market updates and industry gossip.
www.twitter.com/FuturesMagazine

A message from the sponsor:
HURRY! LAST CHANCE! I-Trade Show is only on-demand through August
19th - Register and Attend Today for a chance to Win a $250 American
Express Gift Card! Learn from real traders like Al Brooks, Dan Gramza, Tom
Sosnoff, George Kleinman, Larry Williams and other experts. It all takes place
at the convenience of your desktop, without the hassle and expense of travel.
Register Now!

TRENDLINES

Shortly after we went to press on the August issue, ELX futures launched its suite of fixed income
futures. In a Web exclusive Futures sat down with ELX CEO Neal Wolkoff to talk about their launch and
regulatory developments.

Brodsky calls for SEC-CFTC merger
As we mentioned in our August Trendlines piece, several exchange leaders supported President
Obama's proposal "Financial Regulatory Reform: A New Foundation." Chicago Board Options
Exchange Chairman Bill Brodsky praised the Administration's plans to "harmonize" the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). Since the
story was published, Brodsky made a somewhat surprising statement when he called for a merger of
the two agencies in House testimony about the regulatory reform proposal on July 17. Brodsky said
"the bifurcated regulatory system has led to persistent negative consequences for our markets" and
that "consolidation of the agencies is the only truly comprehensive solution. We should not continue to
tolerate the inefficient and ineffective dual structure currently in place."

Financial Markets Regulation 101:
Former CFTC head and a prominent architect of the formation of the CFTC explains the difference
between equity and futures markets in this fictional regulation course.

CFTC spec limit hearings In late July and early August, the CFTC held hearings on imposing position
limits in the energy markets. The agency heard from exchange heads and industry experts on the
matter. In his testimony, Intercontinental Exchange CEO Jeff Sprecher said "no quantitative study has
shown that speculation in futures markets was the cause of increased energy commodity prices in the
past year." CME Group CEO Craig Donohue in his testimony said CME Group would adopt a hard limit
regime for those products but said "efforts to control price or volatility by position limits is a failed
strategy." In his statement, CFTC Chairman Gary Gensler said the hearing was "an opportunity to
determine how speculative position limits could be used to address excessive speculation, not how we
can eliminate speculation."

For more on the CFTC hearings, check out the September issue of Futures magazine, online August
25.And Futures' blog www.buytherumorsellthefact.com.

SEC looks to ban flash
In late July, New York Senator Charles Schumer threw down the gauntlet to SEC Chair Mary Schapiro,
demanding the agency ban the practice of "flash orders" or he would offer legislation to do so. Flash
orders are "orders that flash in milliseconds to only a select group of market participants which can
disadvantage other investors," according to an SEC statement.

Schapiro in a statement said, "I am concerned about the issues presented by dark pools as well as
flash orders. Earlier this year, I asked the SEC staff to conduct an overall examination of dark pools.
This included a review of flash orders by exchanges and electronic trading systems. Since that review
was undertaken, I have asked the staff for an approach that can be quickly implemented to eliminate
the inequity that results from flash orders."

In an attempt to get in front of the debate, Joe Ratterman, chairman, CEO and president of BATS, put
out a statement supporting a ban on "flash" orders (BATS refers to these order types as BOLT orders)
and challenging other equity exchanges to do the same.

Despite his challenge, Ratterman defended the order type and noted that they had been
misrepresented. "There are accusations being circulated recently that are distorting the perception of
how these systems actually work," Ratterman said. He argued that comments stating that these orders
were opportunities to front run and disadvantaged retail trades were false.

BOX goes taker maker
For years the Boston Options Exchange proudly declared that they would not participate in the common
practice of payment for order flow, unique among U.S. options exchanges. However, in August, Box
announced a change in fee structure where, upon SEC approval, they will implement a surcharge on all
non-penny pilot classes where the taker of liquidity in a transaction will receive 30¢ (regardless of
account type) and the liquidity maker will pay 30¢. The fee structure does not apply to PIP (price
improvement period) orders, which Box senior vice president Alan Grigoletto referred as a "fee free
zone."

The structure is the opposite of the better-known maker taker model where those traders adding to
liquidity by placing orders in the market are paid by those simply hitting bids or lifting offers.

BIG TEST

While many analysts are excited regarding the recent strength in equity markets, market technician
Garrett Jones believes we are near and important turning point. Jones points out that the rally has
been led by the Nasdaq 100, which is butting up against a significant trendline (see chart below).
Jones noted in a recent market alert, "This may very well be the top of this rally. I do not believe this is
a time to take risk lightly. The "C" wave that follows this rally top will be relentless."

Futures Free Trading Tools:

Check out Futures Free Trading Tools, our newly revised service to get free product and service offers
from leading vendors in the trading industry. Look for the Free Tools link on www.futuresmag.com or
click here to go there.

See updates at www.FuturesMag.com
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Trader Profile 

Pampling: Putting money to work 

By Christine Birkner 

Rob Pampling's favorite subject in school was
economics, and he says a mix of experience in the IT
sector and finance gave him the skills to excel in forex trading. Pampling, who is based in
Perth, Australia, is the director of Wealth Builder FX, a Hong-Kong registered forex fund that
has returned 57.08% year to date for 2009. 

In 1985, at age 25, Pampling landed a job as a stock broker with Eyres Reed MacIntosh, part
of the MacIntosh stock broking firm. As a licensed financial advisor, he was responsible for
50% of MacIntosh's total financial planning business in Western Australia. Throughout his
career he also provided financial services to accounting firms including Arthur Anderson and
Coopers & Lybrand. He started trading currencies on margin in 2002. "[I] absolutely love it.
The ability to increase the bank by so much while risking so little really appeals to me," he
says. more »

Quick Strategy 

Trading off support and resistance 

By Rob Pampling 

The best strategies are often the simplest. One of
the strategies we employ is to trade off universally
recognized levels of support and resistance in the
direction of the overall trend with the aid of certain
price measurement tools to determine entries. 

First traders should analyze price each day, and watch carefully for key levels of support or
resistance. Measuring the price is also vital, as this gives accurate reference points for
potential price action confirmed over multiple time frames, from daily charts down to 15-
minute charts. more »

A message from the sponsor:
You can now get the Futures 2009 Guide to Electronic Trading online! This
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Trader Profile

Santaularia: Negative delta & beta, positive
returns

By Daniel P. Collins

Parrot Trading Partners LLC (PTP) executes its
Calendar Condor strategy – a phrase Parrot founder
Jes Santaularia coined – to provide investors with diversification and a non-correlated return
stream. The strategy involves trading diagonal calendar spreads in options on the S&P 500,
maintaining close to a delta neutral position.

The strategy maintains a slight bearish bias to account for the greater volatility of downward
moves and to offer greater diversification from the typical long equity portfolio. more »

Quick Strategy

VIX seasonality call spread

By Jes Santaularia and Charlie
Santaularia

Declining volatility usually allows traders to
sleep better. However, after last fall's spike
in volatility to its highest level since the
Chicago Board Options Exchange created
the volatility index (VIX), many traders are
skeptical of the recent decline. Volatility as
measured by the CBOE's VIX has declined dramatically – from the upper 80s to the mid 20's
– since last fall's market debacle. Are we returning to the lower and more stable days of
2004-2007, where VIX traded mostly in the mid teens, or are we in for another round of
volatility just as complacency sets in? Should we expect volatility to continue its recent
decline or is this the calm before the storm? In order to trade successfully, these are the
types of questions we have to ask ourselves in the current market climate. Although we don't
believe equity prices are enticing at these levels, the recent rally in equity markets is setting
up interesting opportunities in the related VIX options. more »

A message from the sponsor:
Learn, Network & Win at Futures Magazine's I-Trade Show - live May 19th & 20th.
Learn from Options trader Tom Sosnoff and other real traders like Al Brooks, Larry Williams and
more.
Network with the hottest companies and exchanges who will be exhibiting the newest products,
presentations, and tools available to you today all from the comfort of your computer.
Win! Futures Magazine will be giving away a $500 Apple gift card. Registrants will be given
points for each activity they participate in on the live show dates.
The I-Trade Show uses the latest technology to bring the insights and lessons from real traders
directly to you! Register Today!
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